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Masquers Present 'Detective Story' Tonight
Modern Traged~ Boasts
Large, Experienced Cast
Weeks of planning, preparation, and plain hard work will
reach their climax in South
Hall tonight at 8:15. The
Masque society, under the direction of John G. Maupin will
open "Detective Story" for a
three night run.
Observers at the final dress rehearsals have reported that the
show could be one of the finest
ever produced in the South Hall
"theatre.'' "Detective S t o r y ' '
boasts a big, talented, experienced cast, a super-realistic set,
and a script full of dynamite.
"Detective Story" has been ac. cused from some quarters of
being too reali~t.ic in regard to
plot and language, but it must be
remembered that basic moral
truths are observed, and that the
plot is resolved according to
Christian principles.
Any question of the morality
of "Detective Story" was cleared
when Rev. Paul O'Connor, S.J.,
read the script and approved it
before rehearsals began.
In leading roles tonight will be
Jim Dresen, Chicago junior, as
the tragic figure, Mccleod, Bill
Sweeney in the second lead as
Brody and as the p_athetic vi~tim,
Mary, will be Evening College
student Jean Fiertag.
Jim McDermott will play the
reporter, Joe Fienson. As the lawyer, Endicott Sims will be Dennis
Murphy. The disreputable ·Doctor, Kurt Schneider, will be
played by Jack Carroll.
Others in the large cast include: Bill Favret, Pat Gilligan,
Vito DeCarlo, Arlene "Cookie"
Koch, John Enright, John Car-

Dresen

Sweeney

michael, Judy Olberding, Jim
Dusablon, Ed Sajewski, Tom Gruneisen, Bob Morris, and Joe
Smithmeyer.
Students may obtain free tickets with passbook coupon number 34. Companion tickets, 50
cents. General admission is one
dollar. Curtain 8:15 TONIGHT.

Twenty-Four PRs
Travel To Toledo
Twenty-four Xavier Pershing
Rifle cadets are in Toledo this
weekend to participate in the
regional Pershing Rifle drill and
rifle shooting contest. · The contingent left Xavier yesterday.
Pershing Rifle companies from
twelve colleges and universities
in this region in and around Ohio
will join Xavier!s Company G to
contest in rifle matches, platoon
drill, and individual and squad
drills on the campus of the University of Toledo. The weekendaffair will culminate tomorrow
·· evening with a Regimental Ball
in the Toledo ROTC Armory.

ELECTION POLLS CLOSE THIS AFTERNOON;
TWENTY-THREE VIE IN RACE FOR COUNCIL
Height Of Trage_dy

'
Sweeney, Cash, Garry Seek To Be Re-elected;

Pro1)ortional Representation Syste111 Usecl Again
By Bob iUrtrray, News Associate E1litor
After a week of avid campaigning, the election for class
officers for next year will come to an end this afternoon at
3:30. Voting has been going on all day Thursday and today in
the corridor of the main floor of the Library Building.
Running for offices of the senior class of 1955 are Fred

Drugan, Don Hellkamp, Dan
Lavely, Bob Morris, Bill Sweeney and Bill Trischler.
Candidates of the class of '56
are Jack Carroll, Al Cash, Frank
Garry, Bill Hoctor, Dick Longshore and Tom Walsh.
Vieing for the leadership of
next year's sophomore class are
Al Bellini, Tim Garry, Carl La
Rosche, Ed Sajewski, Dan Shannon, Florian Sokolowski and Tom
Volle.
Jim Brandabur, Dan McMahon
Heroine Jean Fiertag, Police Lieutenant Joe Smithmeyer and and Mayo Mohs are running for
Desk Sergeant Mayo Mohs exhibit varying' emotion·s as tragedy in- the social chairmanship and Dan
terrupts the routine of police life.
-Photo by Bocklage Sherman is the lone candidate for
Athletic Chairman.
This year, for the second
straight time, the elections are
being run on the complicated, but
much more efficient, proportional representation system. This
Dy Mayo Malis
system makes it necessary for the
Far and away one of the greatest topics of discussion winning candidate to have a
among educators these days is the necessity or lack of neces- greater number of voters behind
sity for modern languages in the university curriculum. The him.
A voter will list the candidates
debate can in no wise be resolved by an article or two, but in his order of preference, placing
we can shed a little light, perhaps, on what some contempor- a number one after his first
. ary greats think of the question.
choice, a two after his second,
. What are the real reasons for rule the daily life of this country. and so ·forth. When the ballots
studying modern languages? Re- Let's look at a few:
·
are being totaled, the first canJohn Foster Dulles: "It is not didate to receive a one-fifth plurcently, the language department
of one of the nation's universities possible to understand what is in ality will be declared president.
catalogued the benefits of such the minds of other people with- A one-fifth plurality consists of
out understanding their lan- one more than 20% of the total
study. Here is their line-up:
1.) The study of foreign lan- guage ..."
number of votes cast.
If no one gets the necessary
guag makes a student conscious
Percy J. Ebbott, Pres., Chase
of his native tongue. It calls bis Natl. Bank: _"It becomes increas- plurality when the first place
attention to grammar, preciseness, ingly important that citizens of votes have been counted, the
and clear construction.
this country in all circles of life- candidate getting the fewest votes
2.) It increases the student's business, social, and economic- is disqualified and the candidates
native vocabulary, makes avalj:' have a knowledge of languages." who are the second choice on
able to him new . words, new
Ralph Bunche: "Language pro- those ballots get these votes. This
ways of expression, and the ficiency is indispensable to good process continues, using the third
and fourth choices if necessary,
understanding of language roots. and constructive citizenship."
3.) It makes the student aware
Robert M. Hutchins: "The abil- until four men have received the
of the necessity for the use of ity to use and understand lan- one-fifth plurality. Obviously, if
dictionaries and requires him to guage is of the first importance more than one candidate gets the
necessary plurality after the first
become familiar with such use.
in every walk of life ..."
counting, the one with the great4.) It requires the student to
Thomas J. Hamilton, Chief of est number of first place votes
think, and to decide bow be Is
N.
Y. Times U. N. Bureau: "Any- wins.
going to express, orally or on
paper, what he already bas In one who masters a foreign language is sure to increase his commind.
mand
of English."
5.) It r;lves to the student a
Arthur Hays Sulzberger, Pubknowledge and understanding of
otben' languages and customs, a lisher, N. Y. Times: "A knowlstrong force towards Internation- edge of foreign tongues seems to
The Xavier University Family
me to be essential for ·anyone Life Institute will meet Monday
alism and world peace.
whose interests are not strictly at 8;00 p. m. at the Ursuline AcaPractical Opinions
provincial."
demy, 2800 Reading Rd., to hear
These, you may say, are just
a
talk by Sister Elizabeth, O.S.U.,
self - justifications of language
teachers trying to hold their jobs. June 3 New Prom Date on "Teaching .A:rt to Children."
Hel' talk will include a demonBut are they? Rather it would
Jim Powers, senior elass presiseem that they are honest con- dent, announced this week that sti'ation of materials and will covvictions offered by men truly in- the date for this year's Senior er art instruction from kinderterested in the education of Prom has been changed from Fri- garten through high school.
Rev. Joseph C. Osuch, S.J.,
youth. We may realize this more day, June 4, to Thursday, June '3.
fully . if we look beyond the All other arrangements regarding chaplain of the Institute, will
also speak on spirituality in the
teachers-to 0 practical" men- the prom remain unchanred.
family.
the men whose words ancl works

Study Of Modern Lanf!;uc1g·es
Prompts .Affirmative Replies

Fan1ily Life Group
To Hear Teache1•

Debate1~s

Seeli
VerliampMedal

The fifty-second annual Verkamp D_ebate will be held in the
Albert D. Cash Memorial Room
on May 13 at 8:00 p. m. The six
top debaters of the Poland Philopedian Debating Society will
compete for the coveted Verkamp
Debate Medal which will be presented to the winner by Mr. Joseph A. Verkamp.
Defending the resolution, "That
the United States should adopt a
policy of free trade," will be Larry Blank, president of the Philopedians, Tom Kerver and Tom
Lippert.
The negative side of the case
will be presented by John Grupenhoff, Dennis Murphy and Bob
Siegenthaler.
Bob Manley will serv.e as chair•
man of the debate.

NFCCS Arranges
Eu,.opean Tours
Special European tours, sponsored by various organizations,
have been announced for the
benefit of college students wishing to travel abroad on special
rates this summer.
The first series of tours is that
sponsored by the National Federation of Catholic College Students. John Moorman, Xavier
representative for the NFCCS
tours, has announced that four
separate Marian Year excursions
will take place during the coming summer months. Prices will
range from $695 to $927 for the
complete tour. Because of the
Marian Year, special emphasis in
these tours will be placed on the
religious shrines and centers of
Europe, especially the shrines
. and churches devoted to the
Blessed Virgin.
Another Marian Year tour is
being sponsored by Fairfield College Prepatory School, Fairfield,
Conn. This tour will depart from
New York on July 6 and will visit seven countries. Rev. Thomas
J. Murphy, S.J., will act as tour
guide. The all inclusive rate for
this excursion is $895.
The University of San Francisco will offer overseas college
summer sessions and conducted
student tours for those wishing
to further their knowledge of
modern languages. There will be
both a Western Europe tour and
a separate Spani1h tour.
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Be Slow To Judge

I

t is indeed a graphic demonstration of the turbulence of our
times· when controversy, which is so much a part of modern life, has itself become the subject of contro.versy. The
methods of a certain member of the legislative branch of our
government have led to heated debate about where the right
to speak out freely ends and where the license of intemperate
expression begins.
Vigoruos d.iscussion is a mark of health in a democratic
society. It is an indication that people are at least aware of
present issues and are making some attempt to resolve them.
However, there are legitimate limits of discussion, and intemperate controversy does more harm than it can possibly do
good as far as illuminating the issues is concerned.
A type of thought-disease now prevalent is the acceptance
as fact of certain sly innuendoes, guarded hints and o~ert accusations which malign their target and convict in many persons' minds the individual or object under consideration before any proof has been established. The rules of justice, charity and prudence in arguing a question are still applicable despite any enthusiasm, zeal or determination on the part of the
participants.
The abandonment of due process to facilitate the bringing to light of certain charges cannot be condoned even if these
charges are later shown to be true. St. James teaches a modern
lesson when he says, "Let every man be swift to hear, but
slow to speak and slow to anger." We might also presume to
add, "be slow to judge."
That the end never justifies the means has been repeated
again and again. Nevertheless, it still stands as true. Highest
mbtives will not make an improper act a just one. Before seeking to initiate sweeping changes in anything, a recourse to
properly established and available channels should be sought.
The temptation to form the mind of the people by surpressing facts, exaggerating evils or by distorting the truth
must be constantly avoided by both sides of any controversy.
Pope Pius XII points out that groups should, "always refrain
from making (public) opinion; they should seek rather to
serve it."
As in any difference of opinion between honorable men,
responsibility of methods is incumbent upon each side. Such
responsibility insures a just resolution of the situation without
rancor.

Look to the Latins

cc
»
ince "the world has grown small" and the United States,
in leading the non-communist world, has become involved
in the affairs of more nations than there are states in the Union, public and private interest has been brought to areas of
the globe that had formerly been little known. For long our
attention has been concentrated in the "hot spots" of Europe
and Asia.
Religious, economic, political and military ties indicate
that we should not become so absorbed in the Eurocentric attitude that we neglect the significance of our great neighbor to
the north and the many nations to the south which we culti~
vated and protected during the early days of their independence. It becomes necessary upon occasion to remind ourselves
of the fact that America and United States are not synonymous.
When Dr. Milton Eisenhower visited Latin America as a
representative of the President he found that the general opinion of our neighbors between the Rio Grande and the Straits
of Magellan was that the United States had been thinking
only of Europe and Asia and that Latin America was being
taken for granted. In Dr. Eisenhower's report he pointed out
that, "The requirement is a better understanding in the United
States of the importance of firm and abiding relationships
between the United States and the nations of Latin America."
Already the inroads of Communism have appeared in the
governments of some of our central American neighbors. Realizing the menace of this situation, the U. S. must strive to
reach better understanding of the problems and conditions in
these nations below our borders. It certainly seems ridiculous
to wait until storm clouds develop before we become aware
of the importance of our fellow Americans.

S

XaVier ·untversitv News

Published weekly during the school year except during vacation periods by Xavier
· University, Hamilton County, Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio. $1.50 per year.
Entered as •econd class matter October 4, 1946 at the Post Office at
Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act of March 3, 1879.
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Am'a.
Alloelatetl Colleitate Pr. .
Tb• Cathollo Sebool Pr._ Am'a.
lntereolleslate Colle1• Pr. .
Ohio Collep New111ater Au'a.

SDITO•·IN'·CllJBP................................................................................................bob Blerenthaler, '!IS
ISMOa BDITOa..............................................................................................................Tom Lippert, '114
VAJlfAOINO BDJTOB......................................................................................................Tom Kerver, '116
BV81NB81 MANAOl'!a ................................................................................................ Guy Chandler, 'Ill
AllOCIATB BbJTOBB ........................ AI Cordes, 'IH, Rani Gelaler, '!Ill, John Grl11mer, '1111,
Bob Manle:r, '117, Bob lllarra:r, '!It, Bill SUe1er, 'Iii
nATUaB Bbl'l'OB.........................................................................................;.......... Cbarlu Aa1tln, 'llO
COLUMNlllTl............................ Blebard Co1tello, '1111, Jim Gllll1an, '114, Don Dellkamp, '116,
Ma:r• Melli, 'II
•••O•TBaB................................Davld Allen, lllJ, Burke Rlle:r, 1117, Florian 8okolow1kl, '117,
Dlell Tobin, •11.f, .llm Van Flandern, '117, John Van Flandern, '117
B•Oa'l'I BDJTOaB........................................................................ Panl Caln, '!It, Leran Rapier, 'M
1•0&'l'I W . .'l'Bal.............................. Melvln Brennan, '117, Bill Dally, '117, John Dale:r, '117,
111 HeCara.Jo, '117, Bruna Wolff, '!Ill
•BO'l'OOU•Bl!al............................ Joe Bodnar, '116, Gerald Karebe1, '116, Martin bal:r, 'lit
SVllNIHO COLLBOB BDJTO&................................................................................ borothy Trareaer
CllJKJULA'l'IOJlf................................................................Bob Fltspatrlek, '!It, John Moorman, '1111
CAS'l'OONll'l'l ................................................................................Ton:r Damlee, •1111, Tom Baal, '!If
(Tile vlew1 and opinions as expressed by various feature writers, columnists and guest
wrltera do not nece1&arllY express the official opinions of the Xavier University Admlnbtratlon. Matten of omctal nature appearing In the "News" will be so designated,)
l'ACJVLff MODBllATOa........................................................................................lleraar4 L. Martin
l'A~ •Dnou.u. ADVIH&. ....- .......................... y, Dr. Vlcter c .............. 1.1.

·Beyond_
The X- Horizon
By Jim Gilligan

---II-

OF NOTE
By Dick Co1teUo

Mr. Joseph Krips, conductor
for this year's May Festival,
expressed the opinion that
Cincinnati is the most European-American, city he has

visited. As such he thinks it will
prove conducive to . tonight's
American premiere o f Franz ·
Schmidt's "The Book with Seven
Seals."
Whether Cincinnati possesses
much of this European "atmosto control the rich goods of rice,
rubber and raw - materials of several years been scattered about phere," or whether conversely all
Southeast Asia. Well aware of the countFy and almost as apt to of Europe is "conservatively" banthis, Mr. Nixon has stated gov- flare up around Dien Bien Phu ishing its traditions, would be
ernment policy that our troops as in the Red Delta as well as in better left to the Debating Club.
the south in Cambodia. For this The question at hand is whether
may have to be sent ..
reason our military planners pre- Cincinnati will accept "The Book
However, there are other condiet that we would need some with Seven Seals" with enthusisiderations. The United States is 300,000 men just to replace the asm. The old prevailing feeling
committed to a greater or lesser French Union forces. Should our among entertainment people that
degree to the defense of some 64 friends the Chinese "volunteers" "if it goes in Cincinnati, it goes
nations and, as U. S. News and again pour into the fight as hap- anywhere," might be applicable
World Report points out, these
pened in Korea, we l\Vould clearly analagously, but there is still one
countries make up 54 per cent of
require a much larger force.
more angle to be considered.
the world's land area and 61 per
Our
H-Bomb
will
prevent
RusThe May Festival as such is a
cent of its population. Should we
starting
anything
big,
symbol
of Cincinnati's better days
sia
from
be required to send G.I.'s in the
event of a "little" or local war but not from causing trouble in to some, an awe Inspiring specin any of these areas which in- scattered spots on the globe. The tacle to others. Yet it Is an Interclude such hot spots as Trieste, best answer would appear to lie national event to all. For this reaKorea, North Africa and the Mid- in aiding these allies of ours with son the audienc~ shiuld not be
dle East, from where will our supplies and to take an even more · looked on as a Cincinnati audiactive part in helping them train ence. Today's performance may
man power come?
themselves.
be a better indication of how
Our Armed Forces have now
If we learned nothing else from Middle-West Americans take to
some 22 divisions of ground Korea, it should have been that "The Book."
forces of which nine are guarding Americans can't win victories
Japan, Ko1·ea and parts of Asia. when the other fellow makes the
The work itself is based on the
We have eight on training or duty rules and decides when and where Apocalypse of St. John and emin this country and the remain- he wants to fight. If an ounce of ploys full orchestra chorus and
ing five are on occupation duty in prevention is worth ·a pound of organ. Mr. Krips gave the chance
Europe. Inda-China being some- cure, surely a positive and more to conduct this work as the main
what larger than Korea, to win active training program among reason he accepted the May Festhe war there would consequent- our many and scattered allies tival post. He considers it one of
ly demand a huge force. Unlike makes more sense than sending the most important musical works
Korea, there is no main battle some GI to recapture hill 609 so of the 20th century.
line where our modern forces he can get 610 in order to get 611,
If it turns out to be such, it may
could be grouped and used to ad- but not 612 because that's on their be symbolic that we of the atomic
vantage for victory.
side of the Yalu where we can't age (and blind of it) can be
moved by no less a theme than
The fighting has for the last
go.
the prophecies of St. John. Need- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - less to say, thi~ will be the biggest thing in Music Hall since
"Gure Leider." The fun starts at
3:15.

Dien Bien Phu may or may not be in Communist hands
by the time this appears, but regardless, there will still be the
question of American intervention as an answer for the IndoChina crisis. In plain words, should we send G.I.'s? One thing
is certain, Indo-China must be held unless we wish the Reds

Obiter .Dicta
By Don Hellkamp

Hi Mom, here's a little present for being .... well, just
for being Mom.
Funny how the many things for which we owe our mothers just don't seem to lend themselves to words. Ironically,
most of the more general terms have become trite from over..
use at this same time every year,
although this does not detract
any from their meaning. Yet
these more common terms are
only part of the reasons for loving your Mom. That certain something which puts Mom in that
special niche in your heart is
the intangible relationship between you and her which .is
strengthened everytime she makes
your favorite dish for supper, or
mends once more that sweater
that you just don't want to throw
away.
It's cemented when she lies
awake at night waiting to be sure
that you come home safely though
you've protested many times that
you are now old enough to take
care of yourself. The flame glows
bright when she scolds you for
straying and it is blinding when
she smiles in agreement. And
when we happen to remember to
do something little in return for
all that we have received, who
can describe the joy it brihgs to
her, or estimate· the strengthening of the friendship? Perhaps the
latter is the reason behind Moth·
ers' Day.

Mothers' Day was first observed
in the Churches of Philadelphia
on May 10, 1908 in response to a
suggestion by Miss Anna Jarvis
of the City of Brotherly Love. In
1914, President Woodrow Wilson,
following a resolution by Congress the preceeding year commending Mothers' Day observances, issued a proclamation designating the second Sunday in
May as Mothers' Day, and directed that the national flag
should be displayed on all public
buildings on that day.
On that day, _but especially on
Mothers' Day, the ·worst criminal.
in the world is the fellow who
fails to make payment on that
immense debt he owes his Mom.
Strangely enough, the best investment you can make is . partial
payment on that debt.
Sunday is Mothers' Day and
a wonderful opportunity to make
another good investment. Whether she is on earth or in heaven,
business is always good in this
field. Just give her your little
offering for being . . . . just for
being Mom.

• • •

The man responsible for the
juke box records in South Hall,
besides not giving us music "anyone" seems to like (and thereby
losing money) changes said records about once a semester. Also,
though it may be through stu-'
dential cause, only about one of
those coin boxes seems to work.
(Hey, maybe he is making·money
after all!) I'm sure there's some
form of Jesuit liability insurance
to cover that juke box should it
someday be stormed en masse,
but Guy Lombardo has got to go.
My nickel collecting friends, whoever you are, please make yourself known. We'll shoot no requests for Boyd Raeburn's "Dalvatore ·sally," till we. see the
whites of your eyes.
Beverly Hills (if you ean afford
it) has been featuring the great
combination of Bobby Hackett and
Dolores Hawkins. To any aficlanado of jazz, no words about
Bobby Hackett are necessary. To
anyone else,
words are adequate. Maybe the Idea that Hackett should have been the horn
for "The Man with the Born"
and not Harry James wlll make
It a little clearer just where this
boy stands In the jazz ranks. You
have to remember that the movie
was based on the book that was
based on the Ille of one Leon
"Dix" Biederbeck, a legend to
which all music(ans bow In awe.
Hackett, Indeed ls his legend llv·
Ing on.
Dolores is something else again.
She is an ex-Krupa vocalist. Ex·
Krupa vocalists have that little
something it takes in a quiet club.
Look at Anita O'Day.

no
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'Americana' Variety Show Sco11ts XU Talent For May 22 Production
Pat Boisseau To E111cee ]
Popular Fa111ily Day Acts

;J

skill with the ivory keys. Vito
Rossi with his accordian will present a street scene laid in Little
Italy.
A Hoosier farm scene will characterize the North of the United
States. Frank Sedler and associates, together with the ensemble,
will characterize the North with
Hoosier farm numbers.
Accompaniment will be provided by Dr. Jospeh F. Link, Jr.
at the organ and Mrs. Oscar Ruffing '}.t the piano. Bill Sweeney is

'i

By Bob 1'la11ley

%1
~,

A band concert and variety
show will be entertainment on
the evening of May 22 in the Armory as features of the Family
Day Program. "Americana" is the
theme of the entire entertainment.
Mr. Pat Boisseau of WKRC will
serve as the guest announcer. An
hour-long band concert with the
Xavier University Band, under
the direction of Mr. Gilbert T.
Maringer, will get under way at
6:45 in the- evening.
The four act variety show, featuring all-Xavier talent, including
the Clef Club, will start at 7:45
p. m. The four acts will each

·~

"

in charge of the entire production. The Clef Club is under the
mentorship of Rev. John V. Usher, S.J., and the direction of Prof.
Franklin Bens.
The tickets which cost $1.75 include the Concert, Variety Show,
Presidential Ball and refreshmen ts.
Last year there was standing
room only in the Armory for the
Variety Show. The seating capacity is going to be increased
this year by adding extra chairs.

For
GOOD TASTE
Sophomore Gene Jochem dem~nstrates his inimitable style during a rehearsal for Family Day Variety Show. Admirer (?) Jerry
Skahan and accompanist (?) Bill <Sweeney suffer.
Photo by Daly

GOOD HEALTH

The West will be characterized I Charles Bowan and his choral
by a cowboy and Indian scene, group with Gene Jochem will
with such songs as "Oklahoma," present "Old Man River" and
"Deep in the Heart of Texas," and "Chloe."
"Home on the Range." Jerry SkaThree sidewalk scenes of New
han will provide the vocalization. York will add the Eastern flavor.
. There will also be a comedy In- There will be a jive session sta1·dian number worked in with the ring zoot suiters Tom Miller and
Arizona, by Dick Sayre.
Norb Panko. Jim Carson and coA plantation scene in the Deep choreographers will present New
Mrs. Kathleen McQuaide pre- South will characterize the states York cafe society. Peter Paul
views the Family Day program. below the Mason-Dixon Line. Loyanich will demonstrate his

ICE CREAM and MILK
An Independent Slnee 1842

present a representation of different American scenes.

Ma,bley.

'X-Presents' All Wet
But Shoiv Goes On
It is a very unusual thing to
have real rain in a Television
studio, but with Xavier Presents
nothing is impossible.
The May 2 edition of Xavier
Presents was planned as a springtime show. The firsi number was
to feature the two MCs, Jerry
Keefe and Wink Vester singing a
- number called "Going Fishing."
They were to be in fishing clothes
and on a real outdoor set just
outside the studio's wide set of
double doors.
All was well until at exactly
3:29 p. m. (one minute before the
show goes on the air) came the
worst thunderstorm Cincinnati
has had in years. Like a flash the
studio was deluged. Thunder,
lightning, wind, rain, the works.
The lights, cameras, paper sets,
drapes, grass mats-all were
soaked. This is' not to mention
two MCs who were drenched to
the skin. "Xavier Presents was
all wet."
However, it takes more than a
rainstorm to dampen the X-Presenter's spirits. So, for the next
half hour, while the production
staff manned the mops and buckets, Keefe and Vester, two very
wet young men, sloshed around
the studio dripping water wherever they went; and introducing
one act afte1· another just as if
nothing had happened. When it
was all over, everyone agreed
that it was a good show, BUT, no
more outdoor numbers.

and

Carew .
MEN'S STORE

comfortable, lightweight

PALM BEACH
SU ITS
Herc's the nearest thing to a shaded brook when it
comes to summer suits. You can actually feel the
cool air flowing through the "ventilated weave" of
Palm Beach cloth. And as to appearance-patented
tailoring rcfinemcn ts assure natural, perfect fit.
Exclusive fi!Jer-!Jlending, too, gives Palm Beach
excellent shape-holding qualities, remarkable
crease-resistance. Come sec our wide selection of
colors and patterns i11 your particular size.

Wovc11 to breathc~l600 tiny
"open windows" per square inch
in Palm Ueacl1 cloth let cool air
in, body heat out, for vcntilaterl

Raincoats
Umbrellas
Rubbers

comfort.

Cool-Trim Palm Beach

Galoshes
for men, women
and children.

·--....

MEN'S CLOTHING

e

SECOND FLOOR

Luxury Lined

,,
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ST. JOHN, GEORGE END
Muskies, 'Cats Go Today;
DIAMOND CAREERS AT X Miami Conte~t .Ends In Tie
.. ,·•.·.::·!•!·Y····

By John Haley
This afternoon at 2:30 the Xavier Musketeers will face
their crosstown rival, the UC Bearcats. 'Cat coach Ed Jucker
has a green but very promising squad in spite of losin·g all but
By Paul Cain
It seems that this column considers baseball somewhat of a
six of his lettermen via graduation last June. Heading the
step-child in the Xavier athletic program because of the attention
list are Ken Sharp, who hit .361 last year and Jim Trefzger
paid to the other sports, and although this illusion reflects our lesser
who slugged out a cool .364 av- - - - - - - - - - - - - deeree of interest it is not completely correct. I have always enjoyed
'<' erage. Of the returning vets last Tuesday to play the Miami
watching collegiate baseball much more than the professional brand'
:') Coach Jucker is impressed with Redskins. After 12 innings of play
because, although the college boys lack the general polish and
the play of Dick Wilson, a tower- the tilt was ca}led because· of
smoothness of the pros, they seem to exhibit much more enthusiasm
ing first baseman, Ike Misali, darkness, and the final score
and enjoyment than their salaried counterparts. In addition, their
speedy right fielder and Irv Bass, stood at 3 and 3. Muskie pitcher
moments of brilliance appea1· much more spectacular. As proof I
shifty shortstop, all of whom hit Ro_!l Brickner and 'Skin burler
offer the two catches of the left fielder of Waynt!' University when
over .300 last season. The leading Don Nuxhall both pitched on
he speared two of Bill Niehaus' drives to the left field "terrace."
''·'''' Bearcat pitcher back from last even terms, giving up eighf hits
As always we have a story and this is on Xavier baseball, not
year is Don Nesbitt, who boasts each.
about an old time great like little Tom Mussio, but rather about a
In the second inning, Miami
a 3-0 record and a 0.96 earned
great in another field, radio. He is a former editor of The News
" '' · '"'··''·····' ·'
run average. ·Although Coach tallied twice on three hits, and a
and a pitcher of some talent and Bob Otto tells this one on himself.
Xavier in those years used to make a trip deep into Tennesse coun- 'Saint' Has But One Love Vet of Ft. Sill's League ~ucker has not designated a.star~- walk. Warren opened the frame
.
b
1ng hurler, no doubt he will p1t with a walk and advanced to sec·
try to play the local Mudhens and always were the feature of the
In the annals of Xavier . Lefty Bob ~eorge, n~m er o~e Nesbitt against the Muskies.
ond on Hunter's single. Brickner
annual Memorial Day duel.
sports the name of Tom St. pitcher on this seasons Muskie
'.
.
.
baseball team, is one of Coach
Ohio U, Dayton Postponed
got the next two men out, only
This trip Bob was slated to do the pitching and found himself
On the other side of town, Ned to throw a wild pitch that scored
fairly effective this particular aftemoon, still going strong in the John m baseball will be m- Ned Wulk's highest hopes for a
later innings which put the locals behind by a couple of runs. Now, scribed next to that of Chet very successful 1954 diamond Wulk's Muskie~, who. haven't W~rren, and advanced H_unter to
the heart of Volunteer country is the well spring of the Baptist Mutryn in football and to that campaign Bob is a jovial guy played a game since their contest third. Hunter scored while Nuxchurch and the people are so strong in their faith that theil' opinion of Middie Smith in basketball. with a loi of determination that's ~ith. Miami, ~r~ anxiously await- hall grounded out. O'~ei~l was
of other beliefs suffers. So through ignorance rather than malice, Captain of the •54 Muskie nine, even more difficult to beat than ~ng the traditional test of- the thrown out to end the mmng.
Cats. ?oach Wulk . has chosen
Margerum Homers
the Catholics weren't too well loved -and no one had carried the Saint holds batting averages of the fire in his strong left arm.
.417 in '52 and .383 in '53 here at
He did not play baseball while ~o~ Brickner, wh~ pitcMh~d ~hel 12t
The Muskies came to life in
Catholic banner so well 01· successfully as St. Francis Xavier.
iami as the fourth when they scored
Who ell:le but his loyal sons were measuring the locals so well Xavier. During the summer of at St. Ignatius High School in mmng game ag~mst
three of their runs. After Niehaus
and it was only natural for one of the fans to yell to the effective '52, while playing in a summer Cleveland, but.during recent sum- week, .to start foi: X.
Mr. Otto, "Walk 1im you dirty Papist." Bob didn't hesitate .nor balk baseball league in Canada, Tom mers he has played in a city-wide _During the past w~ek, games had singled and McCarthy waited
but turned toward the stands and in one motion hurled a perfect hit .375. Last summer he was too league. One afternoon he turned with Dayton and OhJO U were out Nuxhall for his only walk of
bean ball at the vociferous spectator. The game ended in a riot and occupied iwith ROTC camp to get in a one hitter, his best pitching cTahlled off bec_atuhseDof twet ~rotuntds. the day, Fritz Margarum hit. his
the. next day the Muskies were escorted to the train, and Coach much of an opportunity to play performance. Recalling the high . e game WI
ay on is en a- first homer of the year, scoring
·of his hurling prowess at Xavier, tively scheduled to be played as three runs.
Mark Schmidt sagely remarked later, "It's amazing how religious ball.
· high
·
a part
on May
. . added the tiemg
. .
.
fervor can improve some people's pitching ability."
In his
school days at· St. Bob ment'ione d h'is 4 -o f our h'tt
1 e r 27
h of at double
X . header
Th Oh'
U
M1am1
run 111
ere . ~ b av;er. d e M 10
the fifth, when Nuxhall helped
We were in the coaches' locker room last Monday talking to Ignatius in Chicago, where he against Wright-Patterson AFB.
e P aye on ay ·17 his own cause with a single, fol·
Ned Wulk and Bob Finnell as they dressed for a little workout in was an outstanding football and But the one game that he most gamAehwi
. d h'
.
d . .
5 3 . at t ens.
N ·1
the gym and we happened to spy in Ned's locker a bottle of Charles basketball player, he confine
is etn1oye wM1~nm~ wats a - v1c- With wins over Eastern Ken- lowed by a free pass t~ O' e1 I.
Antell's Formula No. 9 for the hair. We don't know whether he is baseball to park leagues because ory over 1am1 as year.
t k
d W
U .
'ty . Lyons then forced O'Neil at sec·
·
Th' h ld b
b
e
r uc y an
ayne mvers1
in
using it as a hair restorer or a preservative but regardless, he has the high school d1d
noJ have a
1s s ~u
e a ann r yea their hands Ned Wulk's baseball ond, and Stegeman walked onl~
cood reason for some loss of hair, especially if the rumors are trqe ?a~eball team. Because of a head for . Bob s~nce he has added ex- Musketeers' traveled to Oxford to have Duquette loft a fly to. left
about Xavier's havini scheduled home and home series with Ken- tnJ·Ury he dropped football when per1ences m the last few years to
·
that scored Nuxhall from third.
tucky, and Western Kentucky, Louisville, UC, Dayton, and Miami he came to Xavier, but he did his natural ability. He remarked, May
From that point on, neithe1
for nest ltasketball season. But from appearances it would seem that continue basketball for two years. "Gee, last ~ummer I played fo~ T~day the team travels to the team threatened. Besides pitchinl!
Bob Finnell were more qualified for the AnteH treatment. Of course, Now he has limited himself to the Fort Sill Softball League.' Falls City to meet the Cardinals 8 hit ball, Brickner led X witll
then arain it might just be the tonsure.
one major sport, his favorite, When asked _for..any fur~her com- of Lousiville in the first of the two safeties. Nuxhall, who ham
baseball.
ments, he said, ~~u gomg to the home and home series. The Cards from. Hamilton and who has s
•• • • •
Our classical background is limited but we did want to translate ·So serious is he about the game Clef Club Dance?
return later next week to X ter- brother pitching with the Red·
the "Ferme sed non fumus" mentioned in the sailing al'ticle. Angli- that he plans to play professionritory to take on the Muskies in legs, also hit safely twice, as did
cied it is "Almost but no cigar." Maybe Dr. Harper could tell us ally after graduation and the
a triangular match with Hanover. Warren and Jones.
whether it should be fumus or fumor, . . . at any rate it's "Cave army and has been approached
at emptor."
by several scouts from big league
While mentioning basketball we can't overlook the double wedding that is to take place on June 26 and involves two Xavier
thrill while playing
boys, one of whom distinguished himself with his fiery play on baseball here at Xavier was last
B
• D •
1Y "
the X hardwood. Jim Phelan and Tom Rossner will end their season when he parked one in
. Y 8 111
Ill
Last Friday the Xavier gentle·
bachelorhood to&ether in marrying the Bokenhotter twins at St. the tennis courts. But he says
Margaret's Church. When their kids enroll at Xavier, Ned's height that playing ball up in Canada ~en of t_he li.n~~" weren't too hos~.
during the summer is even a more p1table in VJSltmg- Marshall Col•
problem will be over.
• • • • •
thrilling experience. There he lege as they dragged t~em all
There's a basketball story about Coach Ed Kluska that we heard has faced such old timers such as over the greens of their home
the other day that we can't let go by. Ed had so distinguished him- Pat Seery and one-armed Pete Huntington course. The red hot
Exclusively MAX's,
self in football that he won the Legion of Honor in 1939, but there 'Gray.
Muskies allowe~ a bare 1h p~int
styled for us by our Calia a little known story of that same year in basketball about how
to the Thundering Herd durmg
ifornia designers. PopuEd won a game single-hande!.!. Ed didn't play regularly with the
h
the whole afternoon and that
1a r new Kent collar.
ba&ketball team because of his bad eyesight but he practiced daily Butler Handball C amp came as Captain Tom McFarland
Washable linen weave
and in the Ohio Wesleyan game he came through. It was a rough
During the past week the dropped his winning form on the
fabric in a rainbow of
game and most of the Xavier players had fouled out so Coach Clem spring IM program has been pro- front nine, permitting his oppocolors. Your mono1ram
Crowe put Ed in with a minute or so to play and he proceeded to gressing with the school year nent, none other than the brother
free!
throw in three straight points to tie the score as the game ended. In toward its close. In recent play, of the fabulous Dagmar of TV
tile overtime he scored all of Xavier's five points and by himself Don Butler defeated Don Tur- fame, to garner his half marker.
licked the Bishops 39-36. He was really on the beam,•. radar.
ney 15-12' and 15-8 to become In addition to hurting the
the handball champ for 1954. Tag- canned rhubarb, the rain of the
lia and Driscoll came out of their past week washed out the match
IR
I
OltJ•
O'f,V
l
respective brackets undefeated in with Miami scheduled for last
With only three weeks of bowl- Names to their victory with a 466 the Table Tennis Tournament Monday. The resetting of date
in& left in the school year, the series. His 171 first game told the and will soon vie for the cham- will probably crowd the already
Windy City Four clinched the tale as they won by the slim mar- pionship.
full schedule of latter part of
Xavier Bowling League Cham- gin of two points, 621-619. Tom
Smart new stylin1 with
pionship last Friday, as they took Eichner's 476 series for "17" was
pick - sUtcbed seams. Jn
all three games from the Back- to no avail as his other teamrich worsted flannels,
pbardines,. doe-skins.
wood11 Four and Stalag "17" lost mates could not rise above the
Many miracle blends with
two out of their three games. 400 mark.
orion, and dacron. New
Backwoods and Stalag were the The Phantoms took two games
metallic sport belt and
only teams in the six squad league from the Fighting Irishmen to
clip.
that had a chance of catching the stay in the contest for third place
The tremendous value of milk as a natural
City Four. Flo Sokolowski and with Backwoods. The two wins
Jim Dusablon were high for the coupled with Backwoods' three
energy restoring food makes it an essenti_!ll
Chicago gang with 503 and 508 defeats moved the Phantoms 31h
respectively for the three games. games out of third place and 41k
in every· student's. diet.
The No Names_surprised every- games out of second. Bob Snodone by taking two eames from grass's 403 led the Phantoms.
Up t.o 6 months to pay
second place Stalag "17 ." Stalag
STANDINGS
was supposed to have an easy
won lost per 1.b.
with 1 of Max's 4 pay plans
time with the "mysterious ones," Windy City Four.. 39! 11! .'JH but could not find the form that Stalag "l'J" .......... 29! ZU .S'JI 10
656 East McMillan
. WOodburn 2474
had put them in the contenders Backwoods Four .. 28! 22! .551 11
spot for the areater part of the Phantoms .............. 25 26 .t90.H!
race. Joe ·van de Ryt led the No Flrhtlnc Irishmen 11 38 .2H Zit
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Golfers Blast Herd
To Meet Louisvilte
In Falls City Today
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You'll Look Smarter • • •
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MAX'S

lancer shirt • • •

$5.95
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How a star reporter
got started • • •

MAX'S

lancer shirt

U~VERSITY

•

Exclusively MAX's,
styled tor us by our Cal·
lfornia designers. Popu1a r new Kent collar.
Washable linen weave
fabric in a rainbow of
colors. Your monorram
free!

1've SMOKEO OlMEtC
ALL OVER. iHE
WORLD. !=OR. ME, OTHER.
BAA~DS JU~ CANT EQUAL
CAMELS' WOtJDEAFUL
MILONE", RICH FLAVOR
AND ALL..·AOUl\}O

SMOKING- PLEASUllE !

$5.95

••• and
beln1011t slacks
Smart new styllnr with
pick. sUtcbed seams. In
rich worsted flannels,
pbardlnes,. doe-skins.
Many miracle blends with
orion, and dacron. New
metallic sport belt and
clip.

. $10.95

CAMELS LEAD
in sales by record

so::

N•we1t nationwide flgurH* from
the leading Industry analyst,
Harry M. Wootten, show Camels
now 50 1/10% ahead of the
second.place brand-biggest
preference lead In history I
•Publllhed In l'rlntera' lnlr, 105'

Up t.o 6· months to pay
with 1 of Max's 4 pay plans

~DRESS THE

STARS.
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DOWN FRONT
By Mayo lflolu

Operatio11 Yozitli Paves Way for 200 Deserving
You1111~·sters; Hcirper Na1ned Prog·ram Director
Scholarships Given Boys
Of All Races, Faiths

8)· Bill Stieger
Reservations for the fifth
annual Operation Youth are .
So much has been said about this weekend's Masque So- beginning to come in from '·
ciety production, "Detective Story," that you might think I various sections of the coun- :··· ·
would do better to leave the subject alone. Somehow, though, try. At present, 100 high i .
I'm anxious to see this thing go over, -and that means that school students have placed their '
somebody has to beat the drums loud and long. You might reservations. Enrollment is ex-

consider this column a sort of
conclusory tom-tom.
As one of the characters asks
In the play, "What's the 1>itch
here? What's the clout?" This is
the· clout. Less than ten 1>cr cent
of the student bodv came to the
last Masque Societ~ 1>rocluction, a
hilariously clever rendition of
"Three l\len on a Horse." On only
one night in three was there even
a decent crowd. And why?
I don't purport to have the answer; I don't even have many
ideas as to just what the answer
might be. The ways and reasons
l!>f us who call ourselves students
are far beyond a mere columnist.
But, for your consideration, here
are a few items:
1) If you're a student, your ticket is free. Turn in th~ a1>1>ropriate stnb of your 1mssbook at
South Hall to receive it; at the
same time you can purchase a
companion ticket for 50c. This is
a pretty inexpensive elate. But
don't count on getting seats at
the door, say arouml 8:15 the
night of the play. There might,
just "might" be a crowd.
2) Wrs're a Catholic school, and
we don't ballyhoo our plays with
:mch catch phrases as "UNCUT,
UNCENSORED!", but I'd like to
make it clear, for thG? "rugged
realism" fans among you, that
"Detective Story" is no drawing
room farce. It is a VIVID, POWERFUL, GRIPPING DRAMA, and
its success on both stage and
screen bears witness to this judgment. Those ef you who see it
will agree.
3) Your fellow students who
3rll in this play have put a great
deal of time and effort into the
production. They have rehearsed
four times a week (Monday,
Wedn<i?sday and Friday nights as
well as Sunday afternoon) for
more than two months to bring
a good play to Xavier University.
Th12y havf2 built a beautifully
realistic set-and with little but
faith and a good right arm to
work with. Their only reward,
outside of the pleasure of the
work itself, is "your" pleasure.
THEY HAVE A RIGHT TO A
HEARING.
Those are just a few reasons
on which count you could talk
yourself into frequenting South
Hall "Theatre" this weekend. I'd
like to s'1e you there. For my
money Wll can probably play better to an enthusiastic minority
than a disinterested majority, but
it seems to me there is no reason
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for the majority to remain disinterestcd.
But I've been on the drums
quite long enough. This column is
1>robably as timely as the horn
of Rolaml (which he blew too
I:tte to bring the mighty force of
Charlemagne), but then again it
may scl'VC to rally what troops
we ah·eacly have. llow about it?
BEST ON- SCREEN:
"Annapurna,'' at the Guild, and
"Conquest of Everest,'' at the
Ilyclc Pal'k, a1>proach a new high
in aclvoutul'e documentaries. The
hi;:h, in each case, is a somewhat
staggering Ilimalayan peak-the
one Annapurna, the other Everest. Both films arc in fine color,
ancl the cinematogra1>he1·s are

pected to be 200 this year.
Students am sponsored by civic minded organizations such as
the Knights of Columbus, Catholic War Veterans or Kiwanis
Dr. Hubert ff, Harper
Clubs. In connection with this
sponsorship and the democratic is interesting to note that of the
principles of Operation Youth it ten scholarships to the summer
sessions offered by a local Knights
none other than the climbers who of Columbus unit, the first four
matle the ascents (how else?). were received respectively by a
Each, in its way, is an exciting Jewish boy from Woodw<!-rd High,
tmvelogue of that most fascin- a Negro boy from DePorres High,
ating of tri1>s, the climb to the a Baptist boy from Madeira High,
Roof of the World. One, however, and a member of the Mariemont
does not supplement the other Community Church from Mariebut rather complements it, aml to mont High.
see both is not a tedious experiOperation Youth this year will
ence, but a doubly exciting one. give consideration to such world
BOTH RECOMMENDED-HIGH- problems as World Organization
LY.
in the Atomic Age, Free Enter-

prise in democracy and The Family-the Foundation of All Democracy, among others.
Program Director for this year's
meeting will be Dr. Hubert H.
Harper, Jr., instructor in classical languages. Dr. Harper, a native of Birmingham, Ala., received his A.B. from Birmingham-Southern College in 1948
and his Ph.D. from the University of North Carolina in 1952. As
the preparation for the summer
session gets under l\vay, Dr. Harper is relying upon the general
format used in past years for the
program. I m p r o v e m e n t s are
planned in housing; the high
school students and members of
the staff who will live on campus
are to be housed in Marion Hall
with the overflow in Elet Hall.

May Services in Chapel
During the month of May there
are s1>ecial services being held
<laUy in Bellarmine C)lapel at
1:25 p. m. in honor of the Blessed
Virgin Mary. The services include
Benellietion, Litany and Rosary.
-------------
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Blue-Wbite Derby
boer ~~~e ~~l~~t~~!~l~~~ Reacbes $10,000

as liason officer, Miss

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and to arrange for Evening DiMr. J. Paul Geoghegen, pre1 vision affairs without confliction.
siding
steward of .the Alumni
ltll.
To begin the duties of her new
Blue and White Derby, has ant • 1 post, Miss Taulbee, with Ron
0
l<llSOll
lt leS INeat, chairman of the board of nounced that the race for finances
to equip the chemistry laboratorOfficially appointed by Dean governors, will attend the all-colies in Logan Hall has passed the
By Dorotl1y Trageser
Russell J. Walker, Miss Marlene Ilege meeting at Xavier set to co- $10,000 pole in pledges. This, acA tentative schedule of dates and activities for the 1954-55 Taulbee, Social Club member, ordinate the calendar of elates for cording to Mr. Geoghegen, is the
school year was set before the members of the Social Club will act as a liason officer for the the college and uni\·ersity func- situation in spite of the fact that
tions for the ~oming year.
at the last meeting of that group for this year on Monday
one-third of the derby workers
Marlene, who is in her second
have not yet filed their pledge
evening, May 3, at EC. This schedule of dates will be taken
year at XUEC, has been active
reports.
to the all-college meeting at Xavier, this Sunday, and the
in the work of the Social Club
Meanwhile, Mr. Robert Reber
dates will be co-ordinated with
during the past year. Besides orwas the lucky winner of an allthe plans of the other college and planned by the committee to be
ganizing the committee for the
expensc trip for two to the Kenuniversity groups.
headed by Dot Trageser, vice
Christmas party, she is at present,
tucky Derby at Louisville last
E~ch of the six members of the chairman of the board.
co-chairman of the Spring Dance
weekend. His name was drawn
Social Club board of governors
Mary Perry, advisor, will lead
slated for May 28.
from a number of names of qualhas agreed to accept responsi- the workers for the dance to be
ifying volunteer workers in the
bility to act as chairman of one of held in South Hall in late JanuStag Picnic Planned Blue
and White Derby.
the six major functions of the ary while Jack Grever, advisor,
Tomorrow, the Cleveland Club
year. Committees will be chosen will again organize the Lenten
and Dorm Council will sponsor - - - - - - - - - - - - - from the Club members to or- smoker for the men students.
a stag picnic at Elsasser's Farm.
TAX STAMPS WANTED
ganize these affairs.
The 1955 Spring Formal will
Marlene Taulbee
A two dollar stipend will entitle
Now is the time for all ~ood
Bob Soaper, Social secretary- be arranged by Ron Neat, newly
those attending to food, beer and men to gather every available
treasurer, will head the group to elected chairman of the board of Evening Division. Her duties will transportation to and from the Ohio State sales tax stamp and
plan the first dance of the next governors, and his committee. All be to act as a go-between for the picnic. Buses are scheduled to turn them in to Mrs. Thinnes
season, the EC Get-Acquainted of these arrangements, of course, night school group with the Day leave Xavier from the tennis a.t the switchboard in Dinkle
Dance, held at the evening col- are subject to the approval of the Division, the Social Club and courts at 11:30 a. m. and again Rall, or deposit them In the
lege to welcome the night school Club members.
other Cincinnati colleges. In her at 3:30 p. m.
NEWS mail boxes.
:::...:.:::....:.....::.:.:..::.:.:.:..::..=.::::___~~---.:.::..:.:..:..:::._::.:_:::..:.:.:.:~.:_:..::..:.:.:::..'.'.'..::.:.:._.=.:.._:::::.:..:,::..:_::..:.:.~:.:_::.:.:.:_~-~~~~~~..:.::=======================
studenIB.
The next venture of the year
will be the Homecoming Float
parade for which Ann O'Brien,
Social advisor, will be accepting
... ... , ...
ideas and recruiting aid. The tra.............
ditional Christmas party and its
attendant celebrations will be

Social Clt1bbers Set Scl1edu.le
For Next Year's EC Activities
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Your Wings are
your Passport

Executive Institute
Speakers Na111ecl
By Director Luken
Speakers for Xavier University's second annual Management
and Executive Development Institute, May 10-21, have been announced by Frank L. Luken, director and asst. professor of economics.
They are: Charles E. Dugan,
University of Dayton, Asst. professor of economics and industrial
consultant: Glen A. LaGrange,
Xavier, asst. professor of psychology and education; Gerald E.
Harriman, asst. dean of Xavier
Evening College and economics
instructor; Edwin B. Flippo, Miami, asst. professor of industrial
management.
Xavier University faculty member speakers include Dr. Charles
F. Wheeler, chairman of the English department; Russell J. Walker, Evening College dean, Thomas J. Hailstones, chairman of the
. economics and business department; I. A. Hamel, chairman of
the psychology department, and
James G. Sheehan, asst. professor
of economics and business, who
will act as assoc. director of the
institute.
Cincinnati businessmen scheduled to speak are George C. Selzer, public accountant; R. H.
Peak, Jr., of General Electric's
community relations staff; Edward H. Sunderman, vice president, Progress Lithographing Co.,
and Leonard C. Gartner, attorney
and realtor.

•,•,· ~· · n~nJO•••; o.";;;;.;-;-.~:.::~:::·L....,..,:
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wherever you. go ...
TUXEDO
RENTAL

*
LANDEN, LTD.
606 Vine St.

PArkway 7345

Your Air Force wings are ·your
personal passport to universal respect and admiration. They're a
sign-recognized everywherethat mark you as one of America's
finest.
To wear them, you must wm
them ... as an Aviation Cadet.
They come with the gold bars of

an Air Force Lieutenant and
earnings of over $5,000 a year!
They come complete with the
admiration of a grateful Nation.
If you're single, between 19 and

26Y2, prepare ~o win this passport
to success. ~oin the Aviation
Cadets! For further information,
fill out this coupon today.

~~·
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C Nl

AVIATION CADET, AFPTR-P-4
Headquarters, U.S.A.F. ~~-;::-.,.,·,.
··
Washington 25, D.C.
· .... ..

Please send me information on
my opportunities as an Air
Force Pilot.
Name .............................................................. ..
Address .......................................................... ..
Clly .................................... Stale ...................... ..

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
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LETTERS TO_ THE ED/TOR

To the Editor:
j We would like to clear up any
I wish to protest against the at- doubts in the minds of our feltack made in last week's News low students concerning this reupon Student Council's Library port. These doubts may have
Investigating Committee. This arisen either from the publicacommittee made no attempt to tion of the report or from the
conduct a "scientific" survey, as article in The News.
your Associate Editor intimated.
Apology Offered
It only pointed up the fact that
At this point an apology is in
Xavier students are dissatisfied order. If any personalities were
with both the library's collection injured in our efforts, we are sorand its service. This conclusion ry. This was not our purpose.
is verified by the unanimous and Once again ... our position. We
enthusiastic endorsement which questioned 60 students at random.
Student Council, the representa- We asked for their opinion of the
tives of the students, gave to the library. We tabulated the results
report. The facts you cite may be and quoted some opinions. 'rhcsc
correct, but you cannot deny that were statements of student opina large percentage of students are ion and did not purport to be an
dissatisfied with the present situ- investigation of the library. We
ation.
realize now that this report would
Sincerely,
have been given proper considLarry Blank, '5'1 eration if it had been sent
• • •
through administrative channels
To the Editor:
instead of being posted.
The Xavior University News
We acknowledge our mistake.
reported last week on a poll con- But, since the matter is now a
ducted by Student Council con- public one, we do not feel that
cerning th6l library. As origina- The News article was quite fair
tors of the report, we were quite in its presentation. To begin with,
happy to see that The News con- the headline ... INACCURACIES
sidered the problem to be of such FOUND IN LIBRARY REPORT.
importance that the editors make Since the report merely quoted
it headline and five column ma- students, and since we did not
misquote anyone, the report was
terial.

I~;;:~

not inaccurate. The students could
have been mistaken, but that
would not make the report inaccurate.
.
Our poll was taken in South
Hall, the natural center of student gatherings. We realize now
that this location detracts from
the value of the poll. We arc not
statisticians, therefore we knew
of no more logical place to go.
The report did not state or indicate that "33% or the students
were without opinion because of
mfrequcnt use of the library."
Other Charges Answere<l
The report did not state or indicate that "0% of the students
said the library offered good service." In the tabular results the
eighth highest category listed
those students who thought that
the library, "Was well run, but
listed minor complaints."
Noise and poor ventilation are
caused by overcrowcledness. We
agree entirely wilh this. Thus, the
students were right in commenting on this problem.
The answer that other libraries
come to Xavier for books does
not justify Xavier students going
to other libraries. The point here
is that some students go to the
other libraries io use standard

i:::::~ ,::::~t:::

Council Business, which Council,
incidentally, accepted as a report
in the way that all council reports
are accepted and did not become
swept by a mania of any sort.
We know the administration
and the library arc both striving
for improvement and we hope
that our imprudence and the sarcasm of parts of the report will
not deter Xavier from facing
the problem raised by the students. A better relationship between the library and students
will be a large step for Xavier
as she strives for improvement.
Respectfully submitted,
William Sweeney and Frederick
Drugan.
ED. NOTE: The News welcomes
comment from, its 1·eade1's. Names
wm be withhelcl 1tpon request.
Anonymous letters are cliscm·decl
without being read.

ca:::t
people we talked to, got the idea
there is a shortage of books by
Plato, Augustine, Aristotle and
St. Thomas, when The News informs us that there arc shelves
of such works. As for De Veritate,
the translated section is a compiete work in itself. Not too many
of us are able to use the Latin
version.
Room For Im1>rovement
The report did not state not
indicate that no one was allowed
to use the Supreme Court Recorder. It did state that students
were allowed to use the books
only when the case at hand was
not mentioned in other law books.
Students maintain that often the
opinion of the case would be given in other books but not the
actual proceedings.
To be seventh among all Cath- Accountin«
Eco110111ics
olic Colleges in the United States
~' •
is quite an honor, but we hope 1 Con1prebcns1ves Slated
that Xavier is not satisfied with
Mr. George G. Selzer, chairbeing seventh in this most inipor- man of the department of actant department. Let's be first.
counting, announced that the senAction Of Stu<lent Council
ior comprehensive examinations
Once more, we arc not attack- for accounting and economics maing the library, but as a commit- jars will be held on Saturday,
tee of Student Council, and as May 8 between 8:30 in the mornXavier Students we are inform- ing and 4:00 in the afternoon.
ing the Administration and the
Library of student opinion. The
The Cincinnati College of Murcport was published as Student sic is affiliated with Xavier.

Todays CHESTERFIELD is the
Best Cigarette Ever Made I

"Chest:erflelds f"or Me I"

TV'S f?e,ta,nnf,
"Cheat:erflelds f"or Me I"

~~~Vil~~:'"

The cigarette tested and approved by 30
years of scientific tobacco research.

~

TASTE and
MILDNESS

-ffet
StdiJ/r
- MILLIONS

The cigarette with a proven good record

"Chest:erfields f"or Me I"

with smokers. Here is the record. Bi-monthly
examinations of a group of smokers show no
adverse effects to nose, throat and sinuses
from smoking Chesterfield.

~ ~ln~~~:·a0•~4
The cigarette that gives you proof of
highest quality~low nicotine-the taste you
want-the mildness you want.

Largest Selling Cigarette
in America's Colleges

